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In estabUshing some setting of this note in the currently pubHshed research, we
cite that recently, much work has been done on ßx, the semigroup of relations on
a set X, SCHWARZ [6], characterizes the idempotents in this semigroup. Each of
these idempotents is then in some maximal group of ßx» SCHWARZ [5] questions
whether these groups are in fact isomorphic to symmetric groups on some subset
of X. MONTAGUE and PLEMMONS [3] answer this question in the negative by proving
the remarkable result that every finite group is isomorphic to a maximal group of ßx
for some X. PLEMMONS and SCHEIN [4], as well as CLIFFORD [2], extend the result to
arbitrary groups.
An essential tool in the arguments of the above results is the Theorem of BIRKHOFF
[1] which states that every group is isomorphic to a group of automorphisms on some
partially ordered set (Z, a) where a is the partial order on the set X. The pivotal point
of argument hinges on showing that Auto (X, a) is isomorphic to the maximal group
in ßx containing a as its identity.
This paper then provides a matrix characterization of the maximal groups of ßxThis characterization may be utilized to given an alternate proof of the MontaguePlemmons result and in fact the characterization yields a clear view of the interplay
of the roles of the automorphisms of {X, a) and the members of the maximal group
in ßx containing a.
Results. Let n be a positive integer and X = {1, 2,..., и}. It is well known that the
semigroup of relations on X, i.e., ßx, is isomorphic to Jf, the matrices of order n
over a Boolean algebra ^ of order two. This isomorphism maps the relation R to the
matrix A where а^ = 1 if and only if (i, j) e R, For the work herein we consider the
equivalent matrix problem of characterizing the maximal groups of matrices in Jf.
Let ^ be a maximal group in Jf with J, an idempotent, as its identity. Properties
concerning / are contained in the following Theorem of Schwarz [6].
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Theorem. If I is idempotent then there is a permutation matrix P so that
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Д is composed entirely of ones or Л^ = (0), the O-matrix of order one.
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then aj ^ a,^.

Without loss of generality, we assume / has the form specified in the above idempotent theorem.
Our characterization of ^ is accomplished through a sequence of lemmas. The
first of these lemmas utiHzes the following notations.
Let E = {{xi, X2, ..., x„y where x^e^
for each k]. For AeJ^,
let J/^{A) =
= {x e £ where Ax = 0} and R{A) = {y eE where Ax = у for some xeE]. An
elementary argument provides the initial result.
Lemma 1. / / Л е ^ then jr{A) =JV{I)
then Ax ^ Ay.
Lemma 2. If Ae^

and R{A) ^ R{I\

Moreover, if x й У

then A is a permutation on R{l) = R[A).

Proof. If Ax == Ay fox x,yeR{l)
x,yeR{I),
X == y.

then Ix = A'^Ax

= A'^Ay

= ly.

Since
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The next lemma utilizes an elementary result concerning the algebraic system E.
For the sake of completeness, we include the necessary background for this result.
If j / = (a^, ..., a,} Ç £ is such that Я^а^ = ^ Х^ос^, where each À^e ^ implies
Jfe4=i

that Xi = X2 = ... = Ay = 0, then s/ is said to be independent. If .9^ £ £ is closed
г

under addition and ^ contains an independent set j ^ such that «^ = { X K^k
where À^e Ш and a^ e j / } , then j ^ is called a basis of 5^. The aforementioned result
may now be formulated as follows. The proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 3. Every set 6^ я E which is closed under addition has a unique basis.
Let / = (ofj, «2» •••> ^n)- From the above discussion then, R(l) being closed under
addition has a unique basis, say s/ = {а,^,..., а,^. As any Ae ^ is one-one and
onto R{I), A must map s^ onto j / . Thus there is a permutation n on {z|,..., i j
such that Лл;^ = 0^(1^)- Since Л is order preserving on j ^ , n induces an order auto
morphism 7Г on ей^ by defining 7г(а;^) = а^г(,-^).
Lemma 4. If Ae^ then there is an order automorphism n of the poset si =
= {a.-,,..., a J such that Aa^^ = a^^y
Out next lemma allows us to determine a form for matrices A in ^. For this, let
^i = {ekl^^k = 0,.}.
Lemma 5. Let A e^ and let n be the order automorphism of se determined by A.
^f^j = ^ik, + ••• + ai^then Ej = {e^ [Ae^, = %(,^^^) + ... + a^^^^^^^. In particular,
if a J e s/ then Ej = {e^ \ Ae^, = сгад}.
Proof. If ej^eE^then/^fc = Лу. Hence Ле^^ = Ale^ = Aaj = Ла,-^ + ... + Aai^ =
= ^i(ifc,) + ••• + ^ f d v ^ ^ ^^^ ^*^^ b^^^' *f ^^* = ^^(ifc,) + ••• + ^«(»v then
Lemma 5 may be utilized to determined a form for each Ae^. For this, partition
the columns of / as in the idempotent theorem. Partition the columns of each Ae^
as those of /. Lemma 4 now implies that the columns in each partition of A are
identical.
Further, if aj e si column j of A is a^^^. If a^^ si say aj = a^^ + ... + ai^ ,
then column j of A is «^(i;^ ) + . . . + 0(^(0,- )• We call any A so determined an order
induced form of/ or simply an /-form.
It is clear that / and any order automorphism n of si uniquely determine an
/-form A, The identity map on si of course, uniquely determines /. These /-forms
then provide the characterization of ^.
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Theorem 1. A matrix Ae^

if and only if A is an I-form.

Proof. Let ^ = {A\A is an /-form}. From the above lemmas, ^ ^

^.

Conversely, pick Ae^ and let n be the order automorphism of j / associated
with A. First note that as /x = x for each XER(I), IA = A. Now pick а^ел/.
Suppose of = ei^ + e^^ 4- ... + e,-^. Then a^ = /е,^ + /e^^, + ... + le^^. Hence
ei^eJ^{l) or ei^eEi which in turn implies that Aei^ = 0 or Aci^ = aj^^i^y Thus
Aa, = ßjj(,). Hence if ei e Ei, Alei = Aei and as A is an /-form, Л/ = A, Finally,
let В be the /-form determined by я"^. It follows that ABai = БЛа,- for each a^e s^.
Thus, as the product of two /-forms is an /-form, AB = ВA = /. Hence ^ is a group
with / as identity which impUes that ^ Ç ^.
As examples of the utility of this characterization we provide the following.
Examples. Let
(I 0 0\
/ = ( 1 1 0 иСа^а^аз).
a 01/
Note that a^ > ^2 and a^ > ^3. Thus
l\ 0 oV
/1 0 o\
((а1а2аз) = (1 1 0 , {a,a^a^)=:[\ 0 1
yl 0 1/
\ l 1 0/
Let
^
JO
^='0
\^1

0 0 0\
110
,
.
110Г^"^"^"^"^^1 11

Then a^ > a^ and аз > a^. Thus
^10 0 0
0 1
,
. .0 1 1 0 1
.
, (10
{a.a,a,a,)^\^^
^ 1 , (^2«1«1^з) = L ^
1111/
\l 1

1 0\
00
00
1 IJ

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we have the following isomorphism
result.
Corollary 1. ^ is isomorphic to Auto (J?/, ^ ) .
From this corollary we see that the Montague-Plemmons result is also a con
sequence of our characterization by showing the following.
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Corollary 2. Auto ( j / , S) is isomorphic to Auto (X, oc) for any partial order oc.
Proof. First note that since a is a partial order, s^ = {д^, « 2 , . . . , a„}, i.e. each
column o f / is a member of the basis. Suppose (i,j)ea.
Then by the idempotent
theorem aj > a^. Further if aj > Ö,- then again by the idempotent theorem (i,j) e a.
Thus ( j / , ^ ) is the transpose of (X, a) and hence Auto ( J / , ^ ) is isomorphic to
Auto (X, a).
This corollary, together with the characterization theorem, then give the reader
some indication as to why Auto (X, a) is isomorphic to ^ for a a partial order.
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